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Agenda
• Opening Remarks
• Preview of Software Modernization Strategy – DoD CIO
• Cyber.mil - DISA
• DAU Training for Agile/DevSecOps – DAU (slides only)
• JCIDS Ignite - OUSD(A&S)
• Test and Evaluation Ignite – OUSD(A&S)
• Closing Remarks
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Software Modernization Strategy

Overall classification of this briefing is: UNCLASSIFIED

DoD
Software Modernization
Strategy
Now is the time to be bold

“Software modernization must be part of the
Department's strategic DNA”
-DoD Software Modernization Strategy 2021

"Success no longer goes to the country that
develops a new technology first, but rather to
the one that better integrates it and adapts..."
National Defense Strategy, 2018

Global Pandemic
Natural Disasters

Cyber Warfare

DoD Software Modernization

Unifying Principles

Vision
Deliver Resilient Software Capability
at the speed of Relevance

Maintain the Primacy of Security, Stability,
and Quality
Be Cloud Smart – Data Smart
Maximize Enterprise Services Through
Engaged Stewardship
Empower the Entire Workforce
Transform Policies and Processes to Align
with Delivery Expectations
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DOD SOFTWARE MODERNIZATION
Resilient Software Capability at the Speed of Relevance
TECHNICAL ENABLERS

PROCESS TRANFORMATION

OUTCOMES

Business
Operations

Acquisition

Cyber
Survivability

Testing

Must enable “shared
services economy”
for reusable
software within DoD

Must adapt to the
unique needs and
faster pace of
modern software
development

Must automate
cyber authorization
to keep pace with
software delivery

Must integrate
testing and approval
processes in
software pipelines

Must stay to the left
of threats and
incidents by
continuously
monitoring cyber
operations

Must address
software
performance in
meeting operational
test and evaluation
criteria

Must drive
efficiencies and
agility in developing
requirements and
budgeting for
modern software

Must establish a
shared risk and
common platform
model between DoD
and industry

Faster Software to
Mission Capabilities

Greater Automation
in Business Ops

Digital
Engineering

AI/ML

IoT Sensors

Blockchain

5G

Quantum

Spectrum

Workforce

Must evolve the workforce to address changes in process and technology triggered by
modern software development
Must drive toward a technology-literate workforce and advance relevant competencies.

More Innovation
Realized
Better Active Cyber
Defense

TECH FORCE MULTIPLIERS
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DoD Software Modernization
Goals

Accelerate the DoD
Enterprise Cloud
Environment
Establish Departmentwide Software Factory
Ecosystem
Transform Processes
to Enable Resilience
and Speed

DoD Software Modernization Goal #1
Accelerate the DoD Enterprise
Cloud Environment

Mature an Innovative
Portfolio of Cloud Contracts

Secure Data in
the Cloud

Accelerate Cloud Adoption
through Automation

Prepare OCONUS
Infrastructure for Cloud

DoD Software Modernization Goal #2
Establish Department-wide Software
Factory Ecosystem

Advance DevSecOps
Through Enterprise
Providers

Drive Reciprocity of Tools
with an Enterprise
Repository

Accelerate Deployment
with Continuous
Authorization

Streamline Control
Points for Seamless
End-to-End Software
Delivery

Speed Innovation into
the Hands of the
Warfighter

DoD Software Modernization Goal #3
Transform Processes to Enable
Resilience and Speed

Evolve Policy,
Regulations, and
Standards

Make
Acquisition
More Agile

Advance
Technical
Competencies

Empower the Broader
Workforce as Contributors
to Technology

Manage
Software for
Efficiencies

Incentivize the Use
of Enterprise
Services

DoD Software Modernization Implementation

Implementation Takes Teamwork!

Develop
performance metrics

Develop an action
plan

Leverage existing
governance forums for
decision making

Publish additional
guidance

Establish a software
Portfolio

"…Whatever the cost, America will keep itself secure. But in the process, we must not, by our own hand, destroy or distort the
American system. This we could do by useless overspending. I know one sure way to overspend. That is by overindulging
sentimental attachments to outmoded military machines and concepts."

Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1958
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Questions
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SD DevSecOps (DSO) Program Cyber
Exchange Community Feedback
Michael Savage
08 April 2021
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TRUST IN DISA: MISSION FIRST, PEOPLE ALWAYS!
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SD DevSecOps Program Mission
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The SD DevSecOps (DSO) mission is to develop a Continuous Monitoring (CM)
approach for all Department of Defense (DoD) mission partners that monitors and
provides compliance enforcement of containerized applications and which cover all
the DevSecOps pillars (Develop, Build, Test, Release & Deploy, and Runtime) for a
secure posture with the focus being on automation and integration going forward.
SD DSO priorities are divided into three categories:
• Guidance
• Compliance as Code (CaC)
• Continuous Compliance Monitoring (CCM)
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SD DevSecOps Cyber Exchange Community Feedback
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SD DevSecOps Cyber Exchange Community Feedback
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DEFENSE INFORMATION SYSTEMS AGENCY
The IT Combat Support Agency
www.disa.mil
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/USDISA

@USDISA

TRUST IN DISA: MISSION FIRST, PEOPLE ALWAYS!
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DAU DevSecOps Academ y Status

15 Dec 2020
Bob Skertic
robert.skertic@dau.edu

Academy Director

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Certified Agilist: SPC-4
Software Engineer
DAU Director of Learning Assets for Information Technology/Software
Retired Army – Artillery, Finance, Acquisition Corps Officer
Former Product Manager for 3 Programs
Army SW Architect for Digitization of the Battlefield – TFXXI (i.e., Blue Force Tracking)
Masters of Computer Science in AI

DevSecOps Academy Status (Workshops for Software
Acquisition (WSA))
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Workshop

Status

Comments

WSA001 – DevSecOps
for the DoD (DSOD):
Fundamentals (DSOD:
FUN)

Fielded 3-day Virtual; Service-tailorable workshop that provides an overview of how
DevSecOps assists DoD organizations transition from existing policies, processes
and procedures into a more efficient, effective and automated process using
secure, reliable, and rapid software development, delivery, and deployment.
Includes Demo by Full-Stack DSO Engineer.

WSA002 – DSOD:
Security Focus (DSOD:
SF)

Fielded 2-day Virtual; Service-tailorable workshop that provides an overview of how to
instantiate Continuous ATO (cATO) using Infrastructure as Code (IaC), Security as
Code (SaC), software assurance and threat modeling to secure your SW Factory
and the software deployed. Includes Demo by Full-Stack DSO Engineer.

WSA003 – DSOD:
Advanced Experience
(DSOD: AE)

Pilot in 1-day Virtual; Provides a “hands-on” Software Factory experience in a Software
Apr ‘21 Factory (Cloud CI/CD Pipeline Sandbox); students are coached by Full-Stack DSO
Engineers as they walk a User Story through the pipeline; Then, they play
“Mindshift: The Software Factory Game” and attempt to use their resource
management decisions based on pipeline telemetry to build as much capability
for our warfighters as possible—who can build the most capability?

DevSecOps Academy Status (Workshops for Software
Acquisition (WSA)) (Continued)
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Workshop

Status

Comments

WSA004 – Cloud
Services

Fielded 3-day Virtual; Service-tailorable workshop designed to support Cross-Functional,
In-tact Teams who are looking for assistance and guidance with understanding
and developing operational plans for migration to a secure cloud environment.
This workshop provides guidance to assist with identification of and planning for
migration of systems and applications to a secure cloud environment.

ACQ1700 – “Agile for
DoD Acquisition Team
Members” Training
WSA005 – Lean-Agile
Transformation

Fielded 1 to 3-day Virtual; Service-tailorable workshop that provides an overview of the
Lean-Agile Principles to DoD acquisition challenges, ability to lead and manage a
Lean-Agile transformation for a DoD Program and, engage with traditional and/or
non-traditional Industry partners to accomplish PMO goals.

WSA006 – Modern
Software for Senior
Leaders (MSSL)

Fielded 2 Hour Virtual; Provides an overview of how Agile, Cloud, and DevSecOps assists
DoD organizations transition from existing policies, processes and procedures into
a more efficient, effective and automated process using secure, reliable, and rapid
software development, delivery, and deployment.

DevSecOps Academy Status (Workshops for Software
Acquisition (WSA)) (Continued)
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Workshop

Status

Comments

WSA007 – DSOD:
Modernizing Application
Portfolios for NonEmbedded Systems
(DSOD: MAPS)

Pilot in
Apr ‘21

2-day Virtual; Service-tailorable workshop that provides an in-class opportunity for
participants to plan and begin the development of a modernization strategy tailored
for their very own non-embedded software program. Includes Demo by Full-Stack
DSO Engineer. Includes Demo by Full-Stack DSO Engineer.

WSA008 – DSOD:
Modernizing Software
for Embedded Systems
(DSOD: MSES)

Backlog 2-day Virtual; Service-tailorable workshop that provides an in-class opportunity for
Priority participants to plan and begin the development of a modernization strategy tailored
for their very own embedded software program. Includes Demo by Full-Stack DSO
#1
Engineer. Includes Demo by Full-Stack DSO Engineer.

WSA009 – Contracting
for Modern Software

Pilot in 1-day Virtual; Provides an in-class opportunity for participants to analysis modern
Mar ‘21 software contracting practices and begin transforming from traditional to modern
software contracting techniques.

DIGITAL DNA

Pilot in
Nov/
Dec ’20
Mar/
Apr ‘21

OSD-built Virtual Asynchronous and Synchronous over a two week period. Students
work when they can and get immediate feedback if appropriate. Course focuses on
the digital basics of transforming a DoD program into an Agile-DevSecOps cultured
program for all Acquisition Professionals: Contracting Officers, Business Managers,
PMs, DPMs, ENGs, Testers, Logisticians, etc.

JCIDS
Ignite

Collaboratively develop a
modern approach for DoD
software requirements

Sean Brady

DoD Senior Lead for SW Acquisition
USD(A&S)/Acquisition Enablers

Enterprise Approach Enables the DevSecOps Philosophy
• An enterprise and ecosystem perspective:


aligns our business and tech capabilities/functions w/ DoD's
codified strategy for modern SW delivery (DevSecOps)

• DSO supports entire mission thread.
• FOGO/SES Leadership must understand that
realizing DSO benefits requires


coordination and mutually supporting efforts from mission
owners, requirements generators, the acquisition corps, and
resource advocates…

• The benefits of DevSecOps are well known but it
cannot simply be “bolted on” to existing program
structures.

Ops

Biz
Dev

COCOM
User

Sec

DoD Stakeholders recognize that fundamental
structural, governance, and process changes –
and new ways of collaborating – are needed.
This applies to requirements. What are better
approaches to identify Joint equities early,
ensure interoperability, and drive capability
portfolio management?
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Gen Hyten, VCJCS at CSIS
• The current process we have for building software is horrible, so
we’re going to change that
• Changing DoD’s buying procedures won’t solve the problem if it’s still
stuck with a requirements process that takes too long
• Secretary Lord is trying to do the same thing on the acquisition side,
but she needs help on the requirements side
• My second priority is to do everything I can to insert speed into the
processes inside the Pentagon.
• We built processes over the years that, by design, are not built for
speed. By design, they’re built to remove risk.
• The JROC is an industrial-age model, not an information-age model,
he continued. We have to change it and change the structure.
https://www.csis.org/events/conversation-general-john-hyten-vice-chairman-joint-chiefs-staff
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Strategic Challenges with Software Requirements
• DoD’s enterprise processes hinders adoption of modern software
development practices

• Speed: It takes too long to approve software requirements
• Agility: Requirements documents, processes are too rigid for modern software
• Alignment: Disconnects in requirements, acq, and budget processes, structure

• Differing interpretation of policy and statute across JS, OSD, Services
•
•
•
•
•

JCIDS Manual and recent JROCMs
Software Acquisition Pathway (DODI 5000.87)
FY20 NDAA Section 800
FY21 NDAA Section 809
DoD Component policies and practices
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Objectives
1. Each DoD Service/Agency has a new tailored, streamlined process
to coordinate and approve software requirements
2. Joint Staff, A&S, and SAEs define an expedited joint validation
process for software requirements with joint equities
NOTE: Joint Staff currently updating SW requirements process and guidance

3. Joint Staff, USD(A&S), and Services/Agencies iterate on templates
and guidance for software requirements
4. Optimal alignment of DoD requirements, acquisition, and budget
processes, structure, and mindset for software
30

Evolving Software “Requirements”
Evolving Mission, Adoption, Performance, Threats, Priorities, Tech
Strategic
Periodic updates
Operations

Draft

CNS

Roadmap
Active user engagement

Warfighter

Backlogs
MVP

MVCR Release 2

Release n

https://aaf.dau.edu/aaf/software/define-capability-needs/
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Required DODAF Views

DODAF Views Can Restrict Design and Constrain Development
Not aligned to enterprise architectures, standards, DevSecOps, Digital Engineering
There are better approaches to ensure interoperability and data exchanges
DoD-specific architecture products in the DoDAF format that are labor intensive and of
questionable value DIB Recommendations. SWAP study p. 95
https://dodcio.defense.gov/library
/dod-architecture-framework/

DODAF 2.02 was last updated in 2010
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Future of Interoperability
What is JITCs long-term plan to adapt legacy processes to support modern software development?
Information Support Plan

• How do we reimagine
the legacy ISP to make it
more dynamic, useful
and relevant?
• How do we help SWP
programs (some small)
navigate the web of
interoperability policy
and guidance?

DIB Recommendation: Reassess
requiring ISPs for software programs.

DIB Recommendation: Revise or eliminate DoDI 8330.01 to eliminate the
following elements for software-intensive programs:

[1] NR KPP required;
[2] requirement of DT authority to provide assessments at MS C;
[5] mandates JITC to do interoperability assessments for IT with joint, multinational, and
interagency interoperability requirements.”
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How Might We. . .
• Transition to a modern framework to ensure interoperability?
• E.g., Unified Architecture Framework which incorporates SysML
• Retire outmoded static pictures and spreadsheets
• Integrate digital engineering and mission engineering best practices

• Enable speed WITH rigor

• Exempt/minimize upfront compliance/requirements documents
• Support more dynamic, incremental planning with evolving enterprise
• Keep pace with dynamic interoperability needs using modern data
governance
• Align authorities, objectives of Joint Staff, JITC, CIO, DOT&E, Components
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BOLD IDEAS
DEPSECDEF issue memo declaring
• Sunset DODAF in 2021
• Sunset NR and related mandatory KPPs for software programs
• OSD, Joint Staff, Services, and Agencies partner via small,
empowered, high performing team to engineer novel approach
This Community Must Lead the Way to Define New Paradigm
What bold ideas would you add?
Who wants to join the team to rise to this challenge?
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JCIDS
Ignite

T&E Ignite

Speed is Imperative
•

Google
•

•

Amazon
•

•

•

•

Support 4 million builds per Day
Releases code to production every 11.6 second

SpaceX
•

Pushes up to 17,000 changes per day

•

Maintains 9 different rockets code baseline with 50 developers

Netflix
•

500 code release per day

•

Pioneered Chaos Testing in Ops

DoD average release cycle is 2-10 years
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Problem Statement
Current T&E Approaches don’t support congressional mandate to accelerate SW Deployments.
•

•

•

•

NDAA 2020 mandated creation of .87 software pathway
• mandates deployments to operational users at least annually
• with desired goals of six months or less
• DoD goal: deploy on demand
NDAA 2020 requirement requires
• streamlined acquisition processes to reduce the development and operational test tail.
Current approach must be transformed
• Acceptance/Sell Off approach to Test and Evaluation must allow multiple, accelerated releases
• to tune system and increase effectiveness of Warfighter
• Eliminate “One and Done”
This is not a mandate to eliminate testing
• but instead increase automation, streamline reuse of data, and build testing into pipeline
• so that when a release completes the pipeline it is also releasable to the field.

Main Focus Areas
•

Shift Left
•

•

Move DT and OT stakeholders into the development process and the pipeline

Move from KPP/KSA to Capabilities – deploy incremental capabilities that enhance
operations

•

Move from TEMP to Software T&E Strategy with just in time test planning

•

Shift Right into Operations
•

Establish continuous monitoring of operations to allow better operational
assessment of capabilities as well as shaping future investments and
enhancements

Pain Points to be Addressed
•

Who signs off on Software Test Strategy?

•

MVP for “Definition of Done” framework

•

What can be automated? What cannot? Why?

•

The use of operational monitoring to supplement (shorten) OT
•

The Ops in DevSecOps

•

including user acceptance test

•

The use of Chaos Engineering and other fuzz techniques to support establishing usability

•

Dev*Ops and T&E approaches
•

Cloud Native

•

Weapons

Test Strategy Attributes – what else?
•

•

•

•

•

T&E Strategy should map to the product roadmap / Acquisition Strategy
• detail available for near-term capabilities
• high-level details for capabilities outside the next 1-3 MVCR (major releases)
Sufficient detail to ensure test resources in place to support the MVCR
• (or capabilities such as M&S or automation)
Revisited as each MVCR is planned
Testing needs to build on data generated within the pipeline and previous fielding
• not complete “redo”
Testing, where practical, should be incremental

•

Approval cycle needs to be days not weeks
Process for “Definition of Ready and Done” for MVCR as well as Use Cases

•

Organization – roles of program, user, test organization (service, DT, DOT&E), Cyber, et al

•

•
•

Plan use of automation and M&S
Unique test needs
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T&E Ignite collaboration with Army G-2
• Perspective:


The software pathway focus is to accelerate acquisition and delivery of software capabilities.
While the current pathway has created provisions for streamlining the budgeting,
requirements, and security (cATO), until the test and evaluation process is accelerated it will
not be possible to deliver software at the optimum rate.

• Potential Objectives for Pilot:






Demonstrate that at least xx% of DT&E and yy% OT can be automated and integrated within
the pipeline
Establish a set of best practices and prefer automation tools added to the Iron Bank
Identify skill set changes for T&E professionals to support the accelerated deliveries
Establish best methods that align CNS, JCIDS and TEMP-like efforts for establishing the
acceptable level of testing to balance readiness and discovery

Stay Engaged
AAF Website: https://aaf.dau.edu/aaf/software/
SW Pathway CoI: https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/sw-pathway-community-of-interest
Request .87 Roadshow & Support: osd.mc-alex.ousd-a-s.mbx.osd-sw-pathway@mail.mil
Teams: teams.microsoft.com/l/team/19%3a4ceb92fba85a4ab9b248955098812c29%40thread.skype/conversations?groupId=fc5b5c848e04-4cd0-bb62-5da79812a39b

Sean Brady
DoD Senior Lead for SW Acq
USD(A&S)/Acq Enablers
sean.p.brady.civ@mail.mil

OSD’s Software Team is
here to ENABLE your
success.
 Help Determine if the SWP is Right for You
 Address your Challenges
 Share Insights
 Review and Refine your Strategies / UA / CNS
 Answer Burning Questions – periodic “Ask Me Anything”
sessions
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Next DevSecOps CoP Meeting
• Date/Time: Thursday, May 13th, 2021 from 1:00 PM until 4:00 PM ET
• Tentative Agenda:
• TBD
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Closing Remarks
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Contact Information
DevSecOps Mailbox

osd.devsecops@mail.mil

MilSuite Site

https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/dod-enterprise-devsecops

Air Force Site

https://software.af.mil/

Nicolas Chaillan

Air Force

nicolas.chaillan@us.af.mil

Jeff Boleng

OUSD(A&S)

jeffrey.l.boleng.civ@mail.mil

Rob Vietmeyer

DoD CIO

robert.w.vietmeyer.civ@mail.mil

Ana Kreiensieck

DoD CIO

ana.i.kreiensieck.ctr@mail.mil

Michael Savage

DISA

michael.s.savage2.civ@mail.mil
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QUESTIONS?
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Backup
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Future of Interoperability
What is JITCs long-term plan to adapt legacy processes to support modern software development?
Information Support Plan

• How do we reimagine
the legacy ISP to make it
more dynamic, useful
and relevant?
• How do we help SWP
programs (some small)
navigate the web of
interoperability policy
and guidance?
DIB Recommendation: Reassess
requiring ISPs for software programs.

DIB Recommendation: Revise or eliminate DoDI
8330.01 to eliminate the following elements for
software-intensive programs: [1] NR KPP required; [2]
DoD specific architecture products in the DoDAF format
that are labor intensive and of questionable value
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Pentagon processes ‘antithetical’ to AI development, former
Google CEO warns
Eric Schmidt
• DoD’s regulations are antithetical to prioritizing AI.
• They’re built around large weapon systems of a hardware kind, and the real
strength of our nation will come from the strength of our software and AI
• New software acquisitions pathways and pilot programs were helpful

Gilman Louie
• DoD needs regulatory and cultural change adapted to software that
continuously evolves and consumed as a fuel.
• Our acquisitions are designed for building big systems and monolithic upgrades
• We need professionals who know how to acquire software and understand the
basic underpinnings of AI.

https://www.c4isrnet.com/congress/2021/03/12/pentagon-processes-antithetical-to-ai-developement-former-google-ceo-warns/
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Ignite Innovation and

Partner with Services and
Joint Staff to streamline
and tailor requirements
processes for software

Partner with Services and
CAPE to streamline and
iterate on software
cost estimation

Execution

Partner with Services and
DOT&E, DT&E to
modernize, integrate, and
automate software T&E

DoD Services/Agencies Empowered and Directed to Align and Streamline Processes
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